


Mathematics
Don’t expand. 
when you have (w+x)(y+z)  don’t expand it to wy+wz+xy+xz

simplify
0=(5x+2y+3x-7z+11y-21z)*(-7z+21x-+8z-y-2x)

Reading
Read just the first chapter and the last chapter of a book 
(Moby Dick)

Computer Programming
On excel insert values and graph the simplified equation 
above
http://krishengineer.weebly.com/my-blog/3d-scatter-plot-for-
ms-excel-bygabor-doka

Writing
Sentence A is your thesis.
All cases of sentence B necessarily lead to sentence A.
All cases of  sentence C necessarily lead to sentence B.
Sentence C is a true statement.
Essay goes like this: Sentence C, Sentence B, Sentence A.

Essay with the following thesis:
Captain Ahab was not insane

Some tools we can use



All living organisms want his/her genes to survive forever.
Since males don’t birth children and are never 100% sure of paternity, 
they produce unlimited sperm to maximize their chances of producing 
progeny.
Since females know that males will want them, they produce fewer eggs, 
and choose the highest quality males based on their resources (which 
helps offspring survive to maturity) and their genes (which help offspring 
compete for mates) . A higher quality legacy has a better chance of 
passing on its genes.      Y=resources

Members of species form symbiotic relationships to help their species 
survive.
competition: both don’t benefit.

Indirect/resource competition: warblers. Indirect competition can lead to 
exclusion.
interference/contest competition > exclusion > partitioning

mutualism: both benefit
trophic: obtain energy
habitat : favorable habitat or shelter is provided by one partner
service: pollination, seed dispersal, defense

commensalism: one benefits. other is neither.
amensalism: one harmed. other is neither.
Exploitation: one benefits, other is harmed.

parasite: low lethality, high intimacy
parasitoid: high lethality, high intimacy
herbivory: low lethality, low intimacy
predation: high lethality, low intimacy

Level 5: Social Science(organisms)

Since male seahorses carry their young, the relationship is reversed.



cells

Level 4: Biology



Plant Photosynthesis



Plant Respiration



Cell Cycle





G2 Stage



M Stage
This whole process is powered by
energy which was created by
the aforementioned chemical reaction
ADP + P = ATP + energy



Level 3: Earth Systems molecules



Level 2: Chemistry atoms

● Higher mean EN of molecule means higher acidity
● Higher END between atoms means higher boiling point
● If we want to see how soluble molecule A will be in molecule B, we can find the END of molecule A and the END of molecule B.  Smaller 

difference between these two means more soluble.

What kind of compound will U and B make? U5B6?                  What compound has a higher boiling point SiO2 or CO2?

Which compound has a higher acidity SiO2 or CO2?                  Which compound is more soluble in water SiO2 or CO2?

Ti can be Ti4+ or Ti14-  quantum numbers: principal n, l azimuthal, magnetic ml, spin ms

An exothermic reaction is when either things go to a warmer phase  H2O (liquid) → H2O (gas)
or when there are fewer molecules on the right side  ADP + P = ATP + energy

When volume changes in a gas, the following chain reaction occurs.

Fire has higher entropy than a laser.



Level 1: Physics Hadrons: baryons, mesons



Level 0: Cosmology fermions: quarks leptons


